Refrigerant Tracking Manager
Refrigerated Asset Management and Usage Tracking to Achieve
Compliance with EPA Regulations

What Is It
ServiceChannel Refrigerant Tracking Manager makes it easy to track your refrigerant use with every service call.
It automates the capture of required information and the scheduling of verifications and periodic inspections
for compliance with EPA 608 regulations. It also automatically generates your GreenChill certification report.
So you avoid fines and refrigeration downtime – all while contributing to a healthier environment and building
a stronger “green” brand.
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Benefits
6 Reduce regulatory risk. Automate the scheduling of maintenance, repairs and follow-up verification based

as mandated by EPA Section 608 Regulations.
6 Streamline record-keeping. Record leak histories based on thresholds and automatically capture

technician certification.
6 Build a stronger green brand. Streamline GreenChill certification of your green practices.
6 Optimize spend and capital investment. Get a granular view into asset histories and refrigerant inventories

across all your locations.
6 Streamline management of repair and maintenance work. Use a single platform for both general assets

and specialized assets that use refrigerants.
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Features
6 Track detailed information on assets using refrigerants across locations, including

refrigerant types, inventories, charge levels, work order histories and costs
6 Track hierarchical relationships between racks and assets
6 Automate mandated calculations of refrigerant leak rates
6 Automate required record-keeping of refrigerant charge amounts and dates
6 Specify custom rates for leak thresholds that trigger follow-up activity
6 Automate rules-based scheduling of follow-up verification based on refrigerants and leak amounts
6 Automate scheduling of required quarterly and annual inspections
6 Track automatic leak detectors and their service schedules
6 Push-button generation of your GreenChill certification report, with the necessary information

needed to apply for GreenChill certification

Whenever work is done on an asset that uses refrigerant, ServiceChannel Refrigerant Tracking Manager
prompts technicians to record all refrigerant usage data and automatically generates a leak record.
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Track usage against an asset or group of assets

Define your own leak thresholds to meet or exceed regulations

Manage EPA-required leak records, and generate GreenChill certification
report with the push of a button

About ServiceChannel
ServiceChannel transforms facilities management for brands that want to deliver a great customer experience across their physical
locations with peak operational performance. Executives and facilities leaders at more than 500 global brands like Bloomin’ Brands,
Cole Haan, CVS Health, Louis Vuitton, and Under Armour, love the ServiceChannel platform for its marketplace of 50,000 service
provider companies, cloud applications, analytics, and intelligence into their multi-billion annual repair and maintenance spend.
ServiceChannel is a privately held company funded by Accel, with offices in New York City, Pleasanton, Calif., and London.
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